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With a higher number of nocturnal tornado events, I surveyed residents of Alabama,
Arkansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Tennessee (N = 487 for each sample) to determine the
time, in minutes, it took to reach a decision on shelter-seeking. I utilized latent class analysis
(LCA) to create class memberships, based on diurnal and nocturnal scenarios, to associate with
time intervals. Four actors were identified for each scenario: Tech Users, Typical Actors, NonReactors, and Social Actors for the day sample, Tech Users, Typical Actors, Passive Actors, and
Non-Reactors for the night sample. Time intervals were created and applied to each class. All
class assignments except one, Traditional Actors in the night sample, used more time than
allotted in an average tornado warning lead time (~15 minutes). Future studies may be necessary
to determine a reduction in time needed for decision-making, such as establishing the most
impactful warning sources.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Tornadoes are a persistent threat to the livelihoods of many in the United States. Though
most Americans think of “Tornado Alley” as the states ranging from South Dakota to Texas,
other areas have shown an increased tornado frequency. In fact, the southeastern United States
has seen climatological tornado chances increase eastward over time (e.g., Agee et al. 2016; Guo
et al. 2016; Gensini and Brooks 2018; Moore and DeBoer 2019) and the frequency of tornado
days in the Southeast are much higher over a 30-yr climatology as seen in Figure 2.1.
Tornadoes in the Southeast have a greater risk to life associated with them than those in the
traditional Alley. A higher percentage of these events tend to occur at night (0000-0559 Local
Time), with high climatological tornado activity between 2100-0159 Local Standard Time (LST)
over longer tracks (Ashley et al. 2008; Kis and Straka 2010). This nocturnal trend makes
tornadoes hard to identify, reduces the number of individuals who receive the warning, and
increases the general vulnerability of those living in the area (e.g., Broyles and Crosbie 2004;
Simmons and Sutter 2007; Ashley et al. 2008; Mason et al. 2018). Alabama, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Kentucky, and Tennessee, the locations for this investigation, are in the top ten for
nocturnal tornado events and casualties from 1950-2005. Mississippi, Alabama, and Arkansas
lead all other states in standardized fatalities from 1880-2005, with Tennessee and Kentucky
having above average deaths (Ashley 2007; Ashley et al. 2008). With double the chances for
injuries and fatalities in nighttime tornado scenarios compared to their daytime counterparts
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(Simmons and Sutter 2005a, 2008, 2009; Ashley et al. 2008), those who receive tornado
warnings must act quickly and accordingly.
Tornado warnings are one of the most crucial tools in the National Weather Service’s (NWS)
arsenal, one that meteorologists are trying to improve upon in terms of their accuracy and lead
time or the interval between tornado warning and tornado. With technological innovation, vast
improvements have been made to the average lead time, seeing an increase from 3 minutes in
1978, a 13-minute window in 1998, and ~15 minutes from 2012 to 2016 (Golden and Adams
2000; Brooks and Correia Jr. 2018). These advancements have allowed residents within the path
a better opportunity to prepare and seek shelter, but the warning system itself still has
inconsistencies.
Brotzge and Erickson (2009) found that close to 10% of tornado warnings had a lead time of
zero (tornado warning issued as tornado forms) or negative lead times (warning issued when a
tornado has already formed but has not dissipated) over five years. In 2010, Brotzge and
Erickson (2010) saw in the same 5-yr span that 26% of tornadoes had no National Weather
Service (NWS) warning. These studies indicate that the warning system is not always efficient
and reliable.
Early warnings that are issued still face the problem of verification. False alarms are events
forecasted to occur that do not (Wilks 2006). False alarm rates (FAR) are the percentage of
warned tornadoes that are not verified by NOAA. FAR are crucial as increasing the lead time for
tornadoes will give more opportunities for these false alarms to occur. This can affect the
decision-making process both in the action selected and the duration used. Using an abbreviated
FAR for two years, Simmons and Sutter (2009) saw that regions with high false alarm rates see
2

greater vulnerability, injuries, and death. Higher false alarm rates can influence the amount of
trust seen in local broadcasters and the warning system itself (e.g., Sherman-Morris 2005;
Brotzge and Erickson 2010; Donner et al. 2012; Ripberger et al. 2014). The influence of false
alarm rates on public response has yet to reach a consensus with the scientific community, the
“Cry Wolf” effect being at the center of the discussion for various hazards. Atwood and Major
(1998) suggested that false alarms would reduce readiness for future events such as hurricanes.
This was contested by Dow and Cutter (1998) saying that these false alarms did not reduce
hurricane preparedness rather it made people look for additional sources before acting. Others
have stated that the false alarms are more learning opportunities than detriments to preparedness
(Gruntfest and Carsell 2000; Rhatigan et al. 2006). More recent works have seen that “Crying
Wolf” has no real effects on tornado warnings (Schultz et al. 2010; Lim et al. 2019). However, it
is vital to understand what people are thinking during these events, how individuals respond to
tornadoes, and what drives them to act.
People react differently to varying types of weather conditions for assorted reasons
(Lundgren 1994; Lindell and Perry 2012). For tornadic events, numerous factors ranging from
the sociological and demographical to the cognitive and historical have emerged as influences on
the predictability of those seeking shelter across North America (e.g., Blanchard-Boehm and
Cook 2004; Brotzge and Donner 2013; Silver and Andrey 2014; Walters et al. 2019). With the
human element involved, many of these studies have seen mixed results.
For example, in terms of demographics, females tended to note warnings and sought out
shelter more often (Sherman-Morris 2010; Silver and Andrey 2014), yet other studies saw that
gender had no impact on appropriate shelter-seeking response (Nagele and Trainor 2012; Miran
et al. 2018). Other studies have disagreed on the impacts of historical and cognitive variables
3

with previous tornado warning experiences. Afifi et al. (2014) discerned a false sense of security
and lower probabilities of seeking immediate shelter in future tornadic events for those with prior
experience with weaker tornadoes. A study in Tennessee attempted to classify people based on
their behavioral patterns and warning sources used in a hypothetical tornado scenario (Walters et.
al. 2019). Three actors were found: a Tech User (uses multiple warning sources), a Typical Actor
(uses one or two sources), and a Non-Reactor/Passive Reactor (unlikely to use any warning
source). In the case of the 2011 EF-5 tornado that struck Joplin, Missouri, those with no previous
tornado encounters sought shelter, while those who had previous experience did not (Paul et al.
2015). In two separate tornado events, four years apart, a higher number of individuals took
shelter in the second event (Comstock and Mallonee 2005), meaning that knowledge and
experience from the first event may affect their behavior verifying Blanchard-Boehm and Cook
(2004).
Even variables such as myths and mindsets have influenced the way individuals respond to
tornado warnings. The ideas that it is safe to shelter under overpasses, that tall buildings,
mountains, and bodies of water protect citizens from tornadoes have persisted within
communities affecting their responses to tornado warnings (e.g., Donner et al. 2012; Klockow et
al. 2014; Ripberger et al. 2015; Jauernic and Van der Brooke 2016). Likewise, mentalities like
that of fatalism (i.e., “When it is my time, it is my time.”) were seen to lessen the appropriate
response to tornado warnings (Schmidlin et al. 2008; Senkbeil et al. 2012). Walters et al. (2019)
noted that belief or disbelief in these myths and mindsets were significant in predicting what
class memberships an individual would belong to in a hypothetical tornado scenario. Along with
the knowledge of the various beliefs and experiences that affect the way people respond to
tornado warnings, it is advantageous to know what sources are used to receive warnings, what
4

people do after a warning is issued, and what external factors drive the decision-making of
individuals.
Tornado warnings are only effective if they reach their intended audience (Lindell and Perry
2012). Many warnings are received in a number of ways both formal and informal (Sorenson
and Mileti 1988; Sorenson 2000). A variety of sources are used to convey these warnings,
including television, social media, warning sirens, weather radios or simple communication
between neighbors (Brotzge and Donner 2013; Jauernic and Van Den Broeke 2016; Mason et al.
2018). With the advent of smartphones and social media, apps like Twitter have become a
possible real time source between weather offices, broadcasters, and the general public for severe
events (Ripberger et al. 2014). Walters et al. (2019) were able to observe behavioral patterns
based on warning source usage in two theoretical tornado scenarios to construct groups of
individuals with similar responses.
The number of warning sources has seemed to influence protective action as well. Hammer
and Schmidlin (2002) reported that 89% of people used a television as their primary source in the
3 May, 1999 tornado outbreak with using the telephone (37%), listening to sirens (37%), and
AM/FM radio (25%) following television usage. 55% of respondents claimed to use more than
one warning source. A study in 2012 surveyed Joplin, MO and Tuscaloosa, AL residents and
observed that people with three or more warning sources had greater chances of seeking
protective action in Joplin; Tuscaloosa did not see the same results, perhaps due to recent tornado
exposure (Luo et al. 2015). Action from individuals can be spurred by these sources if they have
a good knowledge of what a warning means, have a safety plan, access to shelter, and heightened
risk perception (e.g., Liu et al. 1996; Brown et al. 2002; Chiu et al. 2013).
5

When distributing hypothetical consequence-based tornado warning messages to individuals
in tornado-prone regions to determine intended response, Ripberger et al. (2015) noted that 91%
of participants in 2012 and 89% of individuals in 2013 were likely to take some form of
protective action. Actionable responses tend to be split into two branches: sheltering in place or
evacuating the residence to escape the tornado. Those with storm shelters, interior rooms, and
basements were more likely to shelter in place than those without such amenities (Balluz et al.
2000; Schultz et al 2010). Certain groups were found to seek shelter more often than others in a
Tennessee study (Walters et al. 2019). Those in mobile homes often lack such features and are
urged to leave their residence and seek shelter elsewhere (NOAA 2018). A higher intention of
sheltering in place also occurred with more severe statements within impact-based warnings
(IBWs) regardless of the intensity of the tornado, suggesting that language can heighten risk
perception and encourage correct protective action (Casteel 2018a).
As previously stated, receiving a warning is the first step in acting, but certain scenarios may
prevent any protective action from occurring (Brotzge and Donner 2013), one of these being
nocturnal tornado events. Nocturnal tornadoes have a higher chance of going unwarned (~35%)
than those during the day (~22%) (Brotzge and Erickson 2010). Many popular warning sources
such as television and smartphone applications are not designed to effectively wake individuals
up, making it more likely for people to be unaware of a warning when asleep (Simmons and
Sutter 2005). In a Tennessee survey, 900 of the 1800 participants stated that they would have
little to no chance of receiving a warning at night (Mason et al. 2018). Social and environmental
cues (i.e., contact with people; looking outside to verify) may not be available when awoken
during an event.
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People may not be able to exercise efficient decision-making even if they wake up. Studies
have shown that subjects aroused from sleep suffer from sleep inertia (i.e., performance
impairment after awakening). For one study, it was seen that reaction times suffered with less
sleep, (70 vs 100 min) (Jurado et al. 1989). Another showed that sleep inertia reduced decisionmaking for a minimum of 30 minutes; the greatest effects occurring within 3 minutes of the
sudden awakening (Bruck and Pasani 1999). With more complex tasks having greater sensitivity
to sleepiness (Hood and Bruck 1997; Bruck and Pasani 1999), and no true auditory
countermeasure for sleep inertia in adults (McFarlane et al. 2020), trying to determine what to do
during a tornado warning is difficult especially with other variables in play and limited time
available.
There is a myriad of variables considered when dealing with human-environment
interactions. From the increasing tornado frequency in the Southeast, the limitations of the
tornado warning system, the lack of a clear-cut shelter-seeking response from the general public,
the complexity of humans themselves, and the scarcity of studies related to differing diurnal
responses to tornado warnings (Mason et al. 2018), it is an exhausting endeavor to track and
account for these elements. While plenty of work has determined the types of responses during
tornado warnings, to my knowledge, no previous work has considered uncovering the time
intervals between receiving a tornado warning and deciding on a form of action for either day or
nighttime scenarios. Exposing these results will help garner a baseline for future studies
revolving around lead time performance, warning responses, and potential diurnal effects.
For the present study, I surveyed a sample population of the Lower Mississippi Valley (i.e.,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama, and Kentucky) residents to answer two questions:
“How long, on average, does it take for individuals to receive a tornado warning and then
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respond to it for both day and night scenarios? Are there any differences based on the time of
day?” These answers allowed us to determine what variations, if any, are seen between day and
nighttime decision-making intervals. From a similar study in Tennessee (Walters et al. 2019), I
used Latent Class Analysis (LCA) to classify the types of actors present within the study based
on intended warning responses and other variables. I also observed if these actors are the same as
those present in Walters et al. (2019). I established if there was a trend between types of actors
and their average decision intervals. I determined if class membership was dynamic between
diurnal and nocturnal scenarios. This information may help local broadcasters and weather
forecasting offices (WFOs) as to what information needs to be conveyed with storm events and
what medium to distribute it to first. An intended outcome of the results of this project was to
quicken shelter-seeking responses, reduce storm-related injuries and fatalities, and determine if
diurnal differences influence both.
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CHAPTER II
DATA AND METHODS
2.1

Participants and Sampling Procedure

Figure 2.1

30 Year Climatology of the mean number of tornado days per year

Annual Mean of Tornado Days over a 30-yr period for the contiguous United States. Figure from
the Storm Prediction Center (https://www.spc.noaa.gov/wcm/climo/alltorn.png)
The present study surveyed the states of Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama, Kentucky, and
Tennessee, located in the southeastern United States due to their high number of tornado days
(seen in Figure 2.1) as well as their higher nocturnal tornado percentage (Ashley et al. 2008; Kis
and Straka 2010). A Qualtrics electronic survey was distributed through Amazon Mechanical
Turk, a crowdsourcing site used for various purposes such as validating data to dispersing
surveys. The survey remained open to potential respondents for three to four weeks to prevent a
9

rushing of responses (limitations for this process described in Section 3.6). Participants received
a wage of $1.00 USD for completing the survey to improve response return rates. The sample
size for the study was 500 respondents prior to removing 13 unsatisfactory responses (e.g., repeat
responses, rushed responses to the survey), based on cost of distribution. Nylund-Gibson and
Choi (2018) suggested that 300 or more individuals is suitable for latent class analysis.
Participants 18 years or older living in each of these states were randomly assigned each tornado
warning scenario. Each survey version had the same content and length. The only difference is
the tornado scenario question itself, which changes the order of diurnal and nocturnal questions
for each participant. (e.g., You are home on a Saturday afternoon/Saturday night and discover
that the area in which you live is under a tornado warning). Each respondent provided answers
for both the day and night scenario measures (N~500).
2.2

Measures
Measures were based on six variable categories first seen in Walters et al. (2019):

warning response indicators, time interval duration, geographic factors, demographic and
socioeconomic personalities, resource factors, and cognitive factors.
2.2.1

Warning Response Indicators
Eight options were available for respondents to choose from for their tornado warning

scenario. These behavioral responses were used in Latent Class Analysis to determine the
presence of potential subgroups. Respondents could answer “yes,” “no,” or “I do not know” to
each response listed below.
a. Do nothing, continue as before
b. Turn on the television or radio to find more information
10

c. Search the internet to find more information
d. Use an app on a smartphone or tablet to find more information
e. Look or go outside to check the weather yourself
f. Contact friends or family
g. Seek shelter in your home
a. If yes, where in your home would you go to shelter?
h. Leave your home
a. If yes, where would you go?

Per Walters et al. (2019), only options A through F were considered for LCA as these
behavioral patterns are outside of shelter-seeking. Options G and H created an appropriate
response variable. This variable evaluated if the participant would choose an appropriate tornado
warning response based on other respondent characteristics (e.g., For a person in a mobile home
with no storm shelter, leaving and seeking refuge with a family member or friend is an
appropriate response. An inappropriate response would be for that mobile home individual to
remain in place). There was no mention of lead time in the scenarios to prevent socially
acceptable answers to time interval questions seen in Section 2.2.2. It was assumed by the
researcher that each individual had the average 15-minute lead time established by Brooks and
Correia Jr. (2018).
2.2.2

Time Interval Durations
If participants replied yes to any of the warning response options, I asked them to

determine the length of time they spend on each response using non-numerical terms initially, as
seen below.
11

b. Turn on the television or radio to find more information
i. Glance
ii. Browse
iii. Intensive
c. Search the internet to find more information
i. Glance
ii. Browse
iii. Intensive

Glance, Browse, and Intensive, were the three non-numeric options for each warning
source. Glance was the shortest amount of time used. Browse was a medium amount of time.
Intensive was seen as the longest amount of time. Once they determined the term that best
describes the length of time they take, I then requested them to define each of the three options
numerically in terms of minutes and seconds. With this input, I generated an average range of
time for each answer option to help determine the length of time it takes for participants to make
a decision once they are aware that they are in a tornado warning. Once subgroups were
established via LCA, average time intervals were associated with each subsection (e.g., Tech
User, Traditional Actor, other type of actor) for both the diurnal/nocturnal variations as well as
by state, to determine if there was statistical significance between day and night samples.
2.2.3

Geographic and Resource Factors
Geography determined the general region of the state where the individual lives based on

the inputted zip code as well as what the user describes their area (e.g., rural, suburban, etc.).
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The availability of resources was asked through a variety of questions to determine what
individuals may use during a tornado warning as well as adding information for the appropriate
response variable for each participant. Each person responded to if they have a cell phone and if
it is a smartphone. I also inquired as to what homes they live in currently (e.g., apartment,
properly secured or detached mobile home, single-family home) and if they have access to a
storm shelter or basement.
2.2.4

Demographic and Socioeconomic Personalities
Demographic and Socioeconomic characteristics were employed to portray the types of

responders created by LCA. These descriptions were obtained by asking the sample population
the following: age, gender, race, education, income level, if any individuals in the home speak a
language other than English, years as a resident, if there are children younger than 18 in the
home, and if there are adults over 65 in the house.
2.2.5

Cognitive Factors
Cognitive factors constituted risk perception, prior experience with tornadoes, warning

accuracy, belief in protective environmental factors (e.g., “How much do you think hills do to
protect you from tornadoes, if at all?”), and the locus of control of the participant for a tornado
situation (e.g., When it is my time to die, I cannot do much about it -Fatalism).
2.3

Datasets
Web-based surveys have become a popular tool to gauge the public on various topics.

This popularity is due to their reasonably low delivery costs, grander design options, reduced
data entry needed, and faster survey distribution. They have their limitations as well (Couper
2000; Couper et al. 2001; Wright 2005). Notably, those without internet access cannot complete
13

e-surveys. Though there is a surge in Internet users since its inception, 42 million Americans
still lack online capabilities as of 2020 (Clement 2020). The lack of capabilities affects the
validity of the representative sample, removing demographics such as the elderly and lowincome individuals. When developing an online survey, this must be kept in mind when choosing
what method of statistical analysis and the sample size is needed. Even with distribution being
streamlined and efficient, individuals may still ignore surveys when they reach their inbox.
Compared to other survey models, web-based surveys saw an average lower response rate of
around 11% (Manfreda et al. 2008). Low response rates can be explained and improved by the
content within the survey, if it is interesting, how the survey presents itself, and if completion of
the survey warrants an incentive (Fan and Yan 2010).
For the specifics of this study, it is challenging to acquire data regarding time. Standard
time use surveys have used such methods as time diaries and experiential sampling methods
(ESMs) to collect the cognitive and motivational information of a participant over a day, week,
or month, retrospectively or in the moment (Csikszentmihalyi and LeFevre 1989). Tornado
warnings are not the best time to ask someone what they are doing, why they are doing it, and
how long it takes them to do it.
This study used tornado scenarios to put individuals in that mindset. I also used nonnumerical terms to estimate time since people tend to fall into the planning fallacy, a
phenomenon that individuals will express optimism that a future task will take less time than
needed (Buehler et al. 2010). Respondents gave a numbered value to each word to create their
own time intervals, without interviewer input, to remove or limit any potential biases.

14

2.4

Data Analysis
One of the goals of this project was to associate time intervals with actors that have

similar warning-response indicators. A form of data analysis that could uncover subtle class
memberships based on behavioral responses or patterns is LCA. Latent class analysis utilized
multiple observed variables and developed consistent classes, previously unseen, from a given
population. It was assumed that these classes have the ability to explain responses in surveys and
other mediums (Muthén and Muthén 2000). LCA employed probabilities, rather than
assignment, of class membership which differs from the case membership of clusters seen in
cluster analysis. In some cases, the probabilities may be seen as a limitation as there was no clear
assignment and individuals may be misplaced in their grouping (Collins and Lanza 2010; Weller
et al. 2020). Latent class analysis has been effective in fields such as those in behavioral
sciences. For example, Cleveland et al. (2010) revealed six different latent classes associated
with substance abuse for 12th graders and identified what factors, such as school and family,
were associated with each class through binary logistic regression. As previously mentioned,
Walters et al. (2019) were able to create class associations based on how respondents would
theoretically react to a tornado scenario. For this study, LCA grouped individuals based on their
warning-response indicator responses to the tornado scenario given to them (See Section 2.2).
Other analyses that were utilized to determine the significance of relationships between
themselves, the warning responses, and other variables are descriptive and bivariate statistics,
and multinomial logistic regression, as seen in Walters et al. (2019).
Time interval duration analyses included descriptive statistics such as the mean, median,
standard deviation, and standard error to build an average time interval for each class and locate
any differences based on the day or night scenarios as well as between classes themselves. For
15

each warning source per actor, the non-numeric term with the highest selection rate, or mode,
was utilized for time intervals (e.g., if a class saw more respondents state that they would browse
a source more than glance or intensively use it, browse would be selected as the duration term
along with its respective time determined by that class).
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS (27.0)) was used to create descriptive
statistics such as the mean, median, standard deviation, and standard error as well as create
multinomial logistic regression models to predict what variables were important in predicting
class assignments (https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-statistics). SPSS was also utilized to find
any missing independent variables that could affect the results via missing value analysis (e.g.,
Income had a 14.2% missingness rate in Walters et al. (2019)). Any variable with greater than a
5% missingness rate was subject to Little’s Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) test. (Any
missingness below 5% has been seen to cause little interference in analysis (Schafer 1999).) If
any variable had a p-value < 0.05, it was assumed to be not missing at random (MAR) and
subject to multiple imputation, the substitution of values, to resolve it, so long as the missing
data was not substantial (> 40%). If substantial, Jakobsen et al. (2017) suggested working with
the data as is and making note of the limitations (Little 1988). For this study, missing data seen
in the responses were structural in nature (i.e., some questions did not appear for certain
responders if they selected yes, no, or another option to a previous question.) and missing data
was excluded from analysis automatically via SPSS. Adequacy of the randomization process for
distributing each version of the survey (day and night) was determined, using the difference in
means via t-tests for continuous variables and cross tabulation of chi-square analyses for
categorical variables in the attempt to limit bias. The null hypothesis for chi-square testing stated
that the distribution of the outcome was independent of the variables. The alternative hypothesis
16

stated that there was a difference in the distribution of responses to the outcome variable among
the comparison groups (p < 0.05). The t-test was based on rejecting or not rejecting the null
hypothesis of equal means between variables depending on the p-value being greater than or less
than 0.05 as well. Randomization was satisfactory following these tests as no variable groupings
or means had a p < 0.05. Next, I applied LCA to deduce if any specific types of responders are
present, as well as classifying size and demographic distributions. The quasi-decision tree (see
Figure 2.2) created by Walters et al. (2019) was used as a guide to determine the subgroups
present based on their responses to a tornado warning. For example, if a person was not expected
to take any action, they would most likely fall into a more passive role. Each subsample was
tested separately in LCA to deduce potential differences. I began by estimating models, starting
with a one class model and repeating the process for two, three, four and five class models to
determine which had the best fit using various tests and techniques: these techniques being the
bootstrapped likelihood ratio test (BLRT) and the integrated complete-data likelihood criterion
(ICL). The BLRT deduced the significance of a model (p < 0.05) and performance compared to
prior models. The ICL evaluated the significance of the model similar to the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) but with the penalty of entropy included; a low ICL value indicated
an improved model fit (Achterhof et al. 2019).
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Figure 2.2

Decision tree related to identifying subgroups

Quasi-decision tree used to identify subgroups from a sample population. Chart from Walters et
al. (2019).
SPSS was also used to determine the association between class memberships
(independent variable) and appropriate responses (dependent variable) via two multinomial
logistic regressions (day and night). Multinomial logistic regression found potential predictors
belonging to each LCA group for both day and night subsamples. Following Walters et al.
(2019), bivariate statistics were found with SPSS (27.0) to evaluate the connection between the
independent variable with the known subsample classes. The Pearson chi-square test, a log-linear
analysis was used for categorical variables to determine if there was correlation between
variables and actors present. Simple logistic regression was utilized for continuous and ordinal
variables with five layers or more to determine if these variables, predictors were significant in
influencing actor membership. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to determine if significant
differences between two or more groups of an independent variable (i.e., a rank test) were
present for ordinal variables (ranked data) with four or fewer levels. Simple logistic regression
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was used rather than the Kruskal-Wallis test for variables with five levels or more for both
ordinal and continuous variables as Likert values with five or more levels can be considered
“accidentally” continuous (Johnson and Creech 1983; Zumbo and Zimmerman 1993: Norman
2010; Sullivan and Artino 2013). Cutoff levels for multivariate model predictors or variables
were a p-value < 0.25 as standard p-values such as p < 0.05 often do not identify variables
known to be significant. A higher p-value led to the disadvantage of more variables being
included that may not be relevant in model development (Hosmer et al. 2013). Finally, I inputted
all variables into the multinomial logistic regression model, removing non-influential variables
and testing variables that were previously excluded over numerous repetitions (Hosmer et al.
2013).
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
3.1

Sample Characteristics
The sample characteristics for both day and night samples (N = 487) can be seen in Table

3.1. The typical respondent in both samples was a Caucasian female in her thirties with a college
degree or higher (25% of respondents met this criteria). Most respondents were either married or
single with 58% of individuals not having anyone under 18 currently living in the home and
having lived in their state for ~30 years. The typical income of a respondent was between 20,000
and 30,000 dollars (18.5%). Almost all individuals had a cell phone that was a smartphone
(97.5%), but only 31% had access to a basement, even less had a specifically built storm shelter
on the premise (~14%). 61% of respondents had an impersonal form of tornado experience (e.g.,
tornado striking their neighborhood, city), while ~25% had a tornado hit their home. The sample
was representative in some respects to the Southeast (SE) as a whole. The median age in the SE
was 38.3 years. 51% of the population was female; 49% married. 30.9% had a Bachelor’s degree
or higher. Income for a person in the Southeast was ~32,700 dollars (U.S. Census Bureau 2019).
This sample was more White, more female, and better educated than the Southeastern averages.
3.2

Latent Class Analysis
Upon the completion of the LCA, the author referred to the quasi-decision tree (Figure

2.2.) created by Walters et al. (2019) to evaluate the types of members present within the survey.
Actionable and non-actionable responses separated some members from other classes. Those
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utilizing multiple warning sources, especially more modern-day sources, were distinctive in
comparison to other actors who relied on traditional sources such as radio and television. Actors
that used more social sources such as contacting friends and family, looking outside themselves,
and using apps were classified as their own category.
3.2.1

Day sample results
The best fitting model for the day subsample consisted of four classes based on the ICL

(= -11237.21) being the lowest for four classes as well as the BLRT which determined that four
class model was a better fit in comparison to a three or five-class model. These classes were
identified as: Tech User, Traditional Actor (i.e., uses older forms of sources like TV and radio),
Non-Reactor, and the Social Actor which were previously seen in Walters et al. (2019), save the
Social Actor. The behavior of a Social Actor was mentioned as a separate category within the
quasi-decision tree. Predicted class memberships were 0.39 for Tech Users, 0.46 for Typical
Actors, 0.11 for Non-Reactors and 0.03 for Social Actors. These probabilities signify the likeliest
class membership for each respondent based on their replies to the survey and they can only be
designated as one class, preventing any hybrid classes from appearing in analysis (Walters et al.
2019). The actual diurnal membership in the sample for Tech Users and Social Actors
constituted 39% (n =192 for TU; 191 for SA) while Non-Reactors and Typical Actors were 7%
(n = 32) and 15% (n = 72) respectively.
Differentiating between types of actors were based on their probability of using certain
warning sources. Non-Reactors were singled out due to their higher likelihood of doing nothing
upon reception of a tornado warning (0.10) as well as zero probability of using sources other
than cell phone applications (0.59) or contacting friends and/or family (0.25). Technical Users
were distinct in that they were liable to select almost all of the sources with all but one, using the
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Internet (0.48), surpassing 50% probabilities. Typical Actors were considered traditional actors
in this study as they were more apt to select the television option than any other source. Social
Actors tended to choose looking outside, contacting friends and family, and using an application
as their form of warning sources which merited their distinction rather than grouping them within
the tech user category. Daytime probabilities of intended warning source usage can be seen in
Figure 3.1. Variables that were significant to predicting class membership can be seen in Section
3.4.1.
3.2.2

Night sample results
The night sample also saw four classes provide the best representation of the total sample

based on the ICL (= -12113.21) being the lowest for four classes and the BLRT indicating that
four classes were the most adequate. These four classes were established as: Tech User,
Traditional Actor, Passive Actor, and Non-Reactor, similar to Walters et al (2019).
Predicted class memberships for each were 0.04 for Non-Reactors, 0.10 for Tech Users,
0.41 for Traditional Actors, and 0.46 for Passive Actors. For actual sample class distributions,
Traditional Actors made up 8% (n = 40), Tech Users were 63% (n = 308), Passive Actors
constituted 12% (n = 58) and Non-Reactors were 17% (n = 81) of the sample. Traditional Actors
and Tech Users largely remained the same from their daytime counterparts, with the Tech Users
prone to using every source available to them while the Traditional Actor chose the television.
Traditional Actors saw a greater chance of contacting friends and family in the nocturnal
scenario (0.42) compared to the diurnal (0.13). Non-Reactors were separated from other actors
based on their possibility of doing nothing being 1.00. Passive Actors were less likely to use
warning sources but had a 0.00 probability of continuing on as before, deeming them to be a
class of their own. Nighttime probabilities of intended warning source usage can be seen in
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Figure 3.2. Variables that were considered significant for predicting each class are located in
Section 3.4.2.
Table 3.1

Sample Characteristics

Characteristic
Race or Ethnicity

Category
Percentage
White or Caucasian (Non-Hispanic)
77.6%
Black or African American
12.9%
Other
9.5%
Highest level of education
High school diploma or less
12.9%
completed
Some College, tech/associate Degree
32.2%
College Degree or higher
54.8%
Gender
Female
63.4 %
Male
36.1 %
Other responses
0.4 %
Age
Min 19, Max 80, Average 39.75
(s.d.12.98)
Marital Status
Married
48.9%
Single
29.0%
Living Together
10.1%
Divorced
9.0%
Other Responses
3.0%
Housing Type
Single/Multi-Family Home
65.9%
Mobile Home
18.1%
Other (e.g., Condo, Apartment)
15.0%
Housing Characteristics
Children under 18 in home
41.1%
Household member age 65 or over
19.9%
Primary language other than English
15.0%
User Description of Location
Rural
37.0%
Suburban
43.9%
Urban
17.0%
Access to Shelter
Basement
31.4%
Storm Shelter
13.6%
Years Lived in State
Min 1, Max 76, Average 28.45 (s.d.15.35)
Phone Type
No cell phone
0.4%
Cell phone, not smartphone
2.5%
Smartphone
97.5%
Mean percentage (SD) Sample characteristics for the day and night sample (N = 487).
With this study, the daytime sample and nighttime sample consisted of the same
individuals to determine if class memberships were static as day turned to night or if there were
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dynamic changes. Overall, 43% of respondents changed class assignments from day to night.
The majority converted to Tech Users from their previous assignments.

Figure 3.1

Day sample probabilities of intended warning response sources

Based on LCA model results.
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Figure 3.2

Night sample probabilities of intended warning response sources

Based on LCA model results
3.3

Multinomial Logistic Regression (Appropriate Response)
Multinomial logistic regression was applied to predict whether these actors responded

appropriately after using their warning sources. Multinomial logistic regression was used in
place of binary logistic regression seen in Walters et al. (2019). This was due to unclear
responses as to where someone would seek shelter (e.g., a respondent says “bathroom,” but does
not specify if the bathroom is the most interior room in their home or if it is on the lowest level)
and those who did not answer, preventing the yes/no format of regression. The reference
category for testing was appropriate responses.
For the day sample, Tech Users (n =192) (p < 0.001), Traditional Actors (n =72) (p =
0.02), and Social Actors (n=191) (p < 0.001) were more likely to have an appropriate response
than an inappropriate one based on their odds ratio. Non-Reactors (n =32) were not anticipated to
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have an inappropriate response either, however, it was not considered significant (p = 0.14).
Tech Users (p = 0.011) and Social Actors (p < 0.001) were not projected to have unclear
responses; Traditional Actors were more probable to have one (p = 0.014). Non-Reactors were
more apt to have an unclear response but it was not significant (p = 0.763). Tech Users (p <
0.001) and Traditional Actors (p = 0.04) were not predicted to have no answer as a response to
shelter seeking while Non-Reactors were probable to have no answer (p = 0.006). Social Actors
were somewhat more prone to have no answer but deemed insignificant (p = .266).
For the night sample, all classes were not projected to have an inappropriate response
based on their odds ratio with the Tech User (n = 308) (p < 0.001), Traditional Actor (n = 40) (p
= 0.001) and Passive Actor (n = 58) (p = 0.006) being significant while the Non-Reactor (n = 81)
was very close (p = 0.058). For the unclear answer option, no class was predicted to give an
unclear response but only the Tech User (p = 0.045) and Traditional Actor (p = 0.014) were
significant. Finally, Non-Reactors (p < 0.001) were likely to have no answer as to where to
shelter or evacuate in the event of a tornado like their daytime counterparts. Passive Actors were
more likely to have no answer, but was not significant (p = 0.06). Traditional Actors and Tech
Users were unlikely to have no response as where to shelter or evacuate (p = 0.001; p < 0.001
respectively).
3.4

Multinomial Logistic Regression (Class Membership Prediction)
Multinomial Logistic Regression was employed to determine what variables could be

used to predict class memberships for the sample population. Day and night samples were
regressed separately with the Traditional Actor as the baseline of comparison and the results can
be seen in Appendix A.
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3.4.1

Day sample results
For the day sample, while some non-cognitive factors such as owning a cell phone (p =

0.153) or being single, married, or in a long-term relationship (p = 0.450, 0.322, and 0.411
respectively) increased the chances of being a Tech User (n =192) over a Traditional Actor (n =
72), the only variable that approached significance was the cognitive factor of risk perception of
their county being hit by tornadoes every 25 years (p = 0.095). Multiple cognitive factors
significantly reduced the chances of being a Tech User, those variables including belief in luck
(p = 0.019) and disagreeing that their safety is under their control (p = 0.049). The belief in hills
as protection (p = 0.065) and not believing tornadoes are serious threats (p = 0.066) were
marginally significant in reducing the chances of becoming a Tech User. Only one cognitive
factor made it more likely to be a Non-Reactor (n = 32) versus a Traditional Actor, that being
agreeing that a tornado is a serious threat (p = 0.047). Likewise, only one factor was significant
in reducing the chances of being a Non-Reactor, believing in luck (p = 0.041). Risk perception
through perceived county risk, like that of the Tech User, was the only significant variable to
increase the likelihood of falling into the Social Actor (n = 191) class (p = 0.039). The variables
that significantly decreased the chances of being a Social Actor were believing in luck (p =
0.027) and disagreeing or believing strongly that their safety was under their control (p = 0.004,
0.006 respectively). The belief in hills as protection approached significance in reducing the
likelihood of becoming a Social Actor (p = 0.074).
3.4.2

Night sample results
For the night sample, only cognitive factors were deemed significant in predicting types

of actors. Other influences like marital status and education were somewhat influential, but not
significant. In the case of Non-Reactors (n = 81), only disagreeing that their safety was in their
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hands (p = 0.058) was marginally significant in being a Non-Reactor versus a Traditional Actor
(n = 40). Variables that approached significance in limiting the chances of becoming a NonReactor were strongly agreeing (p = 0.065) or disagreeing (p = 0.084) that surviving a tornado
was based on luck. Significant and marginal factors such as disagreeing (p = 0.021) or strongly
agreeing (p = 0.078) that safety was in their hands and having some college experience or a
technical/associates degree (p = 0.087) made it more likely for individuals to be classified as
Tech Users (n = 308), while being widowed (p = 0.057) made them less likely. There were no
variables that were significant in individuals being more prone to being a Passive Actor (n = 58).
Only disagreeing in the belief that tornadoes are a serious threat was significant in people being
less likely to become a Passive Actor (p = 0.028). It should be noted that the night model tended
to overfit the data which may have led to skewing of predictive variables for each class.

3.5

Warning-to-Decision Time Intervals
Means, medians, and standard deviations were determined for each non-numeric term for

each actor in both diurnal settings. The median descriptive statistic was favored over the mean as
the standard deviation favored a right-skewed distribution. For the day sample, Tech Users’
median definition of Glance, Browse, and Intensive (G/B/I) were 2.08 minutes (sd = 12.94), 6.00
minutes (sd = 15.64), and 20.00 minutes (sd = 34.51). Traditional Actors defined their (G/B/I) as
2.13 minutes (sd = 12.01), 5.00 minutes (sd = 14.92), and 12.50 minutes (sd = 29.56). NonReactors stated their G/B/I as 2.50 minutes (sd = 13.07), 10.00 minutes (sd = 12.62), and 15.00
minutes (sd = 20.71). Finally, the G/B/I of Social Actors were 2.03 minutes (sd = 16.91), 5.00
minutes (sd = 14.74), and 15.00 minutes (sd = 24.75) respectively.
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For the night sample, Tech Users’ median G/B/I were 2.03 minutes (sd = 12.58), 5.00
minutes (sd = 13.73), and 15.00 minutes (sd = 25.05). Traditional Actors expressed their G/B/I
as 2.08 minutes (sd = 12.39), 5.00 minutes (sd =18.48), and 10.00 minutes (sd = 54.48). Passive
Actors termed their G/B/I as 3.03 minutes (sd = 22.58), 10.00 minutes (sd = 16.13), and 15.00
minutes (sd =27.12). Lastly, Non-Reactors described their numeric terms as 2.05 minutes (sd
=14.69), 6.00 minutes (sd = 16.61), and 15.00 minutes (sd =28.99).
3.5.1

Actual Time Intervals
Each class membership across both the day and night samples had responses to each

warning source (i.e., TV, Internet, app, looking outside, contacting friends/family) for time
usage. For the day sample, the median time interval for the Tech User was 22.16 minutes. NonReactors used more time at 35.00 minutes. Traditional Actors and Social Actors each took a
median time of 19.26 and 19.06 minutes respectively.
For the night sample, Tech Users spent 19.06 minutes before reaching a decision. Passive
and Non-Reactors took a longer amount of time at 29.09 and 35.05 minutes respectively.
Traditional Actors used the least amount of time at 13.32 minutes. These intervals can be seen in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
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Figure 3.3 True time intervals for the Day sample

Figure 3.4. True time intervals for the Night sample
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3.5.2

Simulated Time Intervals
Outside of model of best fit statistics, LCA produced the probabilities of selecting or not

selecting a warning source indicator for each source for each class. Simulated time intervals were
created based on these latent class results. If an actor had a 50% probability or greater of
selecting a source via LCA, that source and its associated time usage (i.e., G/B/I) were used to
create a simulated time interval that may be more in line with the actors’ tendencies than the
actual time intervals. Standard error was utilized in Figures 3.3-3.6 to denote standard deviation
based on the size of each class.
For the day sample, Tech Users met the 50% criteria for four sources, Social Actors to
select three. Non-Reactors met the threshold for one source and Traditional Actors did not reach
it, although the TV and radio warning indicator was close to the threshold (44%). Tech Users
used the most amount of time before reaching a decision at 16.16 minutes, Non-Reactors
followed behind at 10.00 minutes, Social Actors at 9.06 minutes. The Traditional Actors decision
was expected to be instantaneous as no warning source was used, therefore their time interval is
0 minutes.
For the night sample, Tech Users achieved the 50% level for five sources, Traditional
Actors reached the criteria for one source, and Passive and Non-Reactors failed to reach 50% for
any source. Tech Users took 19.06 minutes to reach a decision at night, Traditional Actors took
5.00 minutes. Since Passive and Non-Reactors did not reach the 50% threshold to use any
warning source, it was assumed that their decision was instantaneous and left at 0 minutes. Both
day and night sample time intervals can be seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
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Figure 3.5 Day simulated warning-to-decision time interval for each actor

Figure 3.6 Night simulated warning-to-decision time interval for each actor
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3.6

Study Limitations
The results themselves are influenced by several factors that may lessen their impact.

Studies run the risk of nonresponse bias which may prevent the sample population from being a
valid representative for the state. A lower number of participants may affect the overall statistical
power and conclusions. Since each state surveyed had ~100 representatives, it is unlikely that
these individuals’ results can be a blanket statement for the states as a whole. The total sample
population being 487 individuals may also prevent these responses from being representative
which is a substantial limitation. For those who did respond, it is possible that their answer
choices were skewed to be socially acceptable. It should be noted that randomization has
received pushback in recent years and may not be as effective in limiting bias as once thought
(Saint-Mont 2015). It should be noted that this study took intended responses, not actual
behavior, to determine types of actors and the time intervals associated with them. Time intervals
may have been elongated as this is a hypothetical response and in reality, individuals may make
quicker decisions with less warning source indicators needed. However, there is no way to
determine if individuals were giving realistic or hypothetical intervals without introducing bias
into the study. Using the same sample population to construct time intervals for each diurnal
scenario likely prevented differentiation in the amount of time given to each non-numeric term
and should be considered for future studies. The appropriate response variable was not capable
of incorporating tornado proximity into how appropriate a response may be (Miran et al. 2018). I
was not differentiating tornado experience based on the intensity of the storm, only if
participants have experienced one. The survey did not include questions such as if individuals
had a weather radio or a safety plan which may have shed more light on decision-making, time
intervals, and class prediction. I was also unable to test how external variables such as false
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alarms, and sleep inertia affects decision-making as this was a hypothetical scenario with no realworld testing.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This is the first study to identify numeric warning to decision time intervals for groups of
individuals based on LCA techniques of associating behavioral responses to tornado warnings.
LCA techniques themselves have been performed before and have shown promise for future
work (Walters et al. 2019), but are still a novel practice in the realm of severe weather and
behavioral patterns. Four responders were present for the day and night samples respectively,
none of which were truly unique in comparison to the results of Walters et al. (2019): Tech
Users, Traditional Actors, Non-Reactors, and Social Actors for the diurnal scenario and Tech
Users, Traditional Actors, Non-Reactors, and Passive Actors for the nocturnal situation.
For the day sample, Tech Users (n =192) were most likely to use most if not all warning
sources available to them in a hypothetical scenario. A better understanding of county risk to
tornadoes was a somewhat significant factor in falling into a Tech User classification than other
groups while belief in luck, belief in hills as a protective feature, the lack of belief that survival is
in one’s own hands, and disagreeing that a tornado is a serious threat reduced the chances of
becoming a Tech User. Tech Users spent 22 minutes between receiving a tornado warning and
making a decision which was neither the most nor least amount of time used among the day
classes. Their simulated time interval of 16 minutes was the most time used among the classes.
Tech Users were predicted to have an appropriate response more than any other response.
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Traditional Actors (n =72) were prone to select the standard sources of television and
radio when a theoretical tornado loomed. As the comparison class in class prediction, lack of
perceived county risk, belief in luck or hills, disagreeing that a tornado was a serious threat, and
disagreeing that survival was in one’s own hands, made it less likely for an individual to be
classified as another actor and more prone to become a Traditional Actor. Traditional Actors
spent 19.26 minutes before making a decision on shelter-seeking which was the second-lowest of
the day classes. Simulated time intervals were instantaneous as no source exceeded the 50%
probability threshold. Traditional Actors were predicted to have an unclear answer in regard to
seeking shelter.
Social Actors (n =191) were seen to use sources like applications, contacting friends and
family, and looking outside. Like the Tech User, noticing perceived county risk made it more
likely to become a Social Actor; Confidence in hills, luck, and the disbelief in tornadoes as a
serious threat alongside safety not being their own hands reduced the chances of becoming a
Social Actor. Social Actors spent the lowest amount of time in the day sample at 19.06 minutes
before reaching a decision. Simulated time intervals of Social Actors were observed to be 9
minutes. They were predicted to have an appropriate response rather than an inappropriate one if
they did shelter or evacuate.
Non-Reactors (n =32) were unlikely to do nothing outside of using an application based
on their LCA results. The agreement that a tornado is a serious threat was the only response that
made it more likely to become a Non-Reactor; Belief in luck reduced the chances of becoming
one. Non-Reactors took the most amount of time before making a decision, at 35 minutes. They
used 10 minutes for the simulated intervals. Non-Reactors were more likely to have no answer in
the case of where to shelter or evacuate a tornado.
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For the night sample, Tech Users (n =308) were predicted to be classified as such based
on their belief or disbelief that safety was in their hands as well as having some college
experience. They utilized 19 minutes before making a decision on shelter-seeking. Their
simulated time intervals mirrored their actual time interval. Again, they were predicted to have
an appropriate response rather than an inappropriate one.
A Traditional Actor (n = 40) classification was more likely if individuals strongly
agreeing or disagreeing that surviving a tornado was based on luck, being widowed, and
disagreeing in the belief that tornadoes are a serious threat. Traditional Actors utilized 13
minutes before reaching a decision, the lowest among all actors, both day and night. Their
simulated time interval was 5 minutes. They were predicted to have an appropriate response in
lieu of an inappropriate one.
Passive Actors (n = 58) were seen as an individual with a lower probability to use any
sources but also unlikely to do nothing. No variables were seen to increase the chances of
becoming a Passive Actor, only seeing tornadoes as a trivial threat made it less likely to be
classified as one. Passive Actors used 29 minutes in their true time intervals and had an
instantaneous response in their simulated interval as they failed to reach the 50% threshold for
any source. Passive Actor were predicted to have an appropriate response.
Finally, disagreeing that their safety was in their hands was significant in becoming a
Non-Reactor (n = 81), while belief or disbelief in luck lessened the likelihood of becoming one.
Non-Reactors took 35 minutes to make a decision in their nighttime interval, the longest amount
of time among the nocturnal classes. Non-Reactors had an instantaneous response based on their
simulated time intervals. Like their daytime counterparts, Non-Reactors were predicted to have
no response as to where to go when asked to shelter or evacuate.
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Past literature has seen in some situations that individuals who have more warning
sources available to them will lead to a higher affinity for appropriate action. (Luo et al. 2015;
Walters et al. 2019). It could be argued that Tech Users and Social Actors seen in this study fit
the mold as they were predicted to have appropriate responses, however, Traditional Actors
needed minimal warning indicators to produce a positive shelter seeking response.
While it is reassuring that the majority of memberships for both diurnal scenarios are
primarily Tech Users, who are more likely to gather information from multiple sources and take
appropriate action (Walters et al. 2019), the amount of time used on each source prior to a
decision being made is concerning for Tech Users and other actors involved. In the day sample,
each actor consumed more time than they had available. The quickest time between receiving a
warning and making a decision was four minutes past the inferred 15-minute lead time. In the
night sample, Tech Users and Traditional Actors used less time to make a decision than their
diurnal counterparts while Passive Actors and Non-Reactors utilized the most amount of time.
Non-Reactors expended nearly the same amount of time in the day sample as the night,
suggesting that the time of day had no difference on a Non-Reactor’s decision-making. While
there was no stated hypothesis for the average time interval nor which actor would respond the
quickest as this was an exploratory study, this author believed that time intervals would be
shorter during the nocturnal hours for all actors present, as some warning sources may not be
useful or available such as looking outside or contacting friends and family.
With the average tornado warning lead time being ~15 minutes (Brooks and Correia Jr.
2018), all actors, outside of the nocturnal Traditional Actor, would hypothetically use more time
than is available to them before tornadogenesis in both the diurnal and nocturnal scenarios.
Coupling this with the fact that there may be zero or negative lead times (Brotzge and Erickson
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2009), individuals may still be gathering information when a tornado strikes. While these are
novel results and there are limitations to the warning to decision time intervals (See Section 3.6),
future work may be necessary to determine what warning indicators have the most impact on
decision-making in an attempt to reduce the number of sources required to take action and
decrease the time between warning and response. Future studies on more specific scenarios such
as looking at specific blocks from a time of day such as four to six versus six to eight P.M. may
be beneficial as to when these actors begin to transition into their nocturnal class memberships
and utilize different warning sources. Scenarios outside of the home, such as in the workplace or
operating a motor vehicle, may shed light on the decision-making process and the time it takes to
make one in regards to sheltering. Variables limited by the mode of this study like sleep inertia
and false alarms need to be considered for future scenarios as to if they impede the decision to
shelter or do nothing or if these variables have no real impact on the process.
The dynamic class memberships across the diurnal cycle were noteworthy. This study
observed a greater increase in Tech User and Non-Reactor classifications in the nocturnal setting.
Observing the same participants morph into a new membership based on the time of day is
interesting and should be noted for future studies revolving around diurnal scenarios as well as
for NWS offices and local broadcasters when disseminating information to the CWA.
Based on multivariate analyses, cognitive factors, risk perception, and tornado knowledge
were the most influential in predicting class memberships. Other factors like resources and
demographic information gave some insights into what actors were present, such as education
and relationship status, however cognitive factors were the most substantial. These results agree
more with the likes of Miran et al. (2018) than Sherman-Morris (2010) as gender and other
demographic norms had no significant impact on shelter-seeking, but no definite conclusions can
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be made. Tornado knowledge and myths/mindsets separated actors from one another. Perceived
risk to their county, belief that tornadoes were serious threats, belief in myths such as hills for
protection, and mindsets for survival such as luck and believing that your survival is in your
control were deemed significant. Myths being a relevant factor in how to respond to a tornado
warning concurred with past studies (e.g., Klockow et al. 2014; Ripberger et al. 2015) which is
worrisome. The reinforcement of appropriate protection and shelter knowledge does not seem to
be as effective as intended. Mindsets such as the belief in luck and one’s own locus of control
were prevailing variables in class membership which agree with earlier studies such as
Schmidlin et al. (2008) and Senkbeil et al. (2012). Fatalism was not as prevalent a feature as it
was in the Walters et al. (2019) study which is promising. Persistent education from institutions
such as the NWS and local broadcasters is a possible solution to rid the public of myths of
protection, give a better outlook to how susceptible the county warning area (CWA) is to tornado
threats, and remind individuals of the damage they can cause. Such efforts may be able to
convert the skepticism, nonchalance seen in Non-Reactors, Passive Actors into more proactive
individuals when a tornado threat appears.
The significance of luck was an interesting quandary. I would like for people to believe
that their safety is in their hands and be proactive. Was belief in luck a bad thing? Those that
believed in luck were likely to become a Traditional Actor compared to other memberships.
Traditional Actors were predicted to have an appropriate or unclear response than inappropriate.
The idea of luck may need to be further explored in relation to tornado safety to determine if it is
harmful, neutral, or helpful.
It should be stated that some responses that were significant seemed counterintuitive to
their respective class, particularly in the Night sample. For example, Walters et al. (2019)
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observed that Tech Users were more likely to believe that their survival was in their own hands.
It was seen in this study that disagreement to that statement made individuals to have a higher
chance of being a Tech User. A possible explanation may be that since there is an increase in
Tech Users in the night sample, the beliefs of the daytime actors outside of the original Tech
Users remained the same while the number of warning source indicators they were likely to use
increased.
The goal of this study was to uncover the amount of time necessary for individuals to
make a decision after being notified of a tornado warning in diurnal and nocturnal scenarios.
Individuals were grouped based on their responses to these scenarios, resulting in four classes of
Tech Users, Traditional Actors, Non-Reactors, and Social Actors for the diurnal situation and
Tech Users, Traditional Actors, Passive Actors, and Non-Reactors for the nocturnal scenario.
Time intervals for all class assignments exceeded the average lead time available to them save
for the Traditional Actor in the nocturnal scenario. These initial results may be of concern if
replicated in future studies and work may be required to determine which warning source
indicators have the most impact to quicken the decision-making process and reduce time
intervals.
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Table A.1

Multinomial Logistic Regression Day Model Estimates
Parameter Estimates
95% Confidence
Interval for Exp(B)
Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Class_daya
Tech
Intercept
User
[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=1]

B
2.452

Std. Error
2.009

Wald
1.491

df
1

Sig.
0.222

0.187

0.492

0.145

1

0.704

1.206

0.460

3.160

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=2]

-0.622

0.880

0.499

1

0.480

0.537

0.096

3.016

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=3]

1.637

0.980

2.790

1

0.095

5.141

0.753

35.103

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=4]

-0.454

0.669

0.462

1

0.497

0.635

0.171

2.354

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=5]

0.468

0.665

0.496

1

0.481

1.597

0.434

5.876

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=6]

11.790

549.830

0.000

1

0.983

########

0.000

.b

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=7]

0.441

0.538

0.670

1

0.413

1.554

0.541

4.460
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Exp(B)

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=8]

0c

0

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=1]

-2.445

1.330

3.382

1

0.066

0.087

0.006

1.175

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=2]

-0.413

0.350

1.395

1

0.238

0.662

0.334

1.313

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=3]

-0.701

1.028

0.465

1

0.495

0.496

0.066

3.720

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=4]

-0.486

1.308

0.138

1

0.710

0.615

0.047

7.978

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=5]

0c

0

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=1]

0.084

0.809

0.011

1

0.917

1.088

0.223

5.311

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=2]

-0.836

0.425

3.881

1

0.049

0.433

0.189

0.996
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[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=3]

-0.645

1.164

0.308

1

0.579

0.524

0.054

5.131

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=4]

-0.425

0.391

1.182

1

0.277

0.654

0.304

1.406

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=5]

0c

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=1]

-0.140

0.553

0.064

1

0.801

0.870

0.294

2.570

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=2]

-1.242

0.531

5.468

1

0.019

0.289

0.102

0.818

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=3]

-0.649

1.114

0.339

1

0.560

0.523

0.059

4.642

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=4]

-0.148

0.378

0.153

1

0.696

0.863

0.411

1.809

0
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[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=5]

0c

[Is your cell
phone a
smartphone?=1]

1.407

[Is your cell
phone a
smartphone?=2]

0c

0

0.985

2.037

1

0.153

4.082

0.592

28.158

0

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=1]

-0.057

0.343

0.028

1

0.868

0.944

0.483

1.848

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=2]

-0.348

1.454

0.057

1

0.811

0.706

0.041

12.213

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=3]

-0.525

0.470

1.248

1

0.264

0.592

0.236

1.485

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=4]

0c

0.977

########

0.000

.b

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=1]

12.231

0

418.300

0.001
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1

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=2]

0.403

0.533

0.572

1

0.450

1.497

0.526

4.258

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=3]

-0.372

1.152

0.104

1

0.747

0.690

0.072

6.588

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=4]

0.496

0.501

0.982

1

0.322

1.643

0.615

4.386

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=5]

0.535

0.650

0.677

1

0.411

1.707

0.478

6.099

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=6]

0c

0.093

0.107

0.008

1.452

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =1]

-2.231

0

1.328

2.820
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1

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =2]

-2.474

1.338

3.418

1

0.065

0.084

0.006

1.161

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =3]

-2.372

1.405

2.850

1

0.091

0.093

0.006

1.465

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =4]

-3.743

1.507

6.167

1

0.013

0.024

0.001

0.454

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =5]

0c

0
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[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=1]

-0.956

1.322

0.523

1

0.470

0.384

0.029

5.129

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=2]

0.062

1.333

0.002

1

0.963

1.064

0.078

14.499

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=3]

-0.154

1.335

0.013

1

0.908

0.857

0.063

11.744
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NonReactor

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=4]

-0.069

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=5]

0c

1.458

0.002

1

0.962

0.934

0.054

16.248

0

Intercept

-9.705

384.030

0.001

1

0.980

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=1]

-1.040

0.836

1.550

1

0.213

0.353

0.069

1.817

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=2]

13.133

350.532

0.001

1

0.970

1.979E-06

#######
#

########

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=3]

1.765

1.216

2.106

1

0.147

5.844

0.539

63.415
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[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=4]

-0.028

0.977

0.001

1

0.977

0.972

0.143

6.603

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=5]

0.587

0.912

0.414

1

0.520

1.798

0.301

10.753

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=6]

-0.777

1035.342

0.000

1

0.999

0.460

0.000

.b

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=7]

0.189

0.829

0.052

1

0.820

1.208

0.238

6.138

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=8]

0c

1.768E-09

1.768E09

1.768E-09

0

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=1]

20.153

0.000

1

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=2]

-0.129

0.546

0.056

1

0.814

0.879

0.302

2.562

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=3]

0.010

1.387

0.000

1

0.994

1.010

0.067

15.305

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=4]

2.592

1.307

3.931

1

0.047

13.357

1.030

173.193

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=5]

0c

0
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[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=1]

0.053

1.413

0.001

1

0.970

1.055

0.066

16.824

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=2]

-1.004

0.709

2.003

1

0.157

0.367

0.091

1.471

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=3]

0.960

1.401

0.469

1

0.493

2.611

0.168

40.680

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=4]

-0.812

0.627

1.678

1

0.195

0.444

0.130

1.517
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[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=5]

0c

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=1]

-1.257

1.187

1.122

1

0.290

0.285

0.028

2.913

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=2]

-2.050

1.005

4.161

1

0.041

0.129

0.018

0.923

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=3]

-1.862

1.644

1.282

1

0.257

0.155

0.006

3.898

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=4]

-0.215

0.561

0.147

1

0.701

0.806

0.269

2.421

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=5]

0c

0.806

0.755

0.080

7.108

0.910

0.939

0.316

2.793

[Is your cell
phone a
smartphone?=1]

-0.281

[Is your cell
phone a
smartphone?=2]

0c

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=1]

-0.063

0

0

1.144

0.060

1

0

0.556

0.013
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1

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=2]

11.808

836.422

0.000

1

0.989

7.447E-06

0.000

.b

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=3]

0.640

0.696

0.845

1

0.358

1.896

0.485

7.418

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=4]

0c

0

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=1]

2.373

688.121

0.000

1

0.997

10.735

0.000

.b

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=2]

1.892

1.169

2.621

1

0.105

6.631

0.671

65.500

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=3]

-9.995

271.745

0.001

1

0.971

4.564E-05

#######
#

########

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=4]

1.437

1.157

1.543

1

0.214

4.210

0.436

40.675
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[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=5]

1.337

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=6]

0c

1.380

0.939

1

0.333

3.808

0.255

56.926

0

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =1]

-1.891

1.754

1.162

1

0.281

0.151

0.005

4.696

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =2]

-1.490

1.731

0.741

1

0.389

0.225

0.008

6.709

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =3]

-2.290

1.924

1.418

1

0.234

0.101

0.002

4.392
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[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =4]

-3.734

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =5]

0c

2.269

2.709

1

0.100

0.024

0.000

2.040

0

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=1]

10.975

384.023

0.001

1

0.977

58393.723

0.000

.b

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=2]

10.133

384.024

0.001

1

0.979

25148.455

0.000

.b
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Social
Actor

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=3]

10.071

384.024

0.001

1

0.979

23644.831

0.000

.b

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=4]

10.705

384.025

0.001

1

0.978

44588.483

0.000

.b

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=5]

0c

1.167

0.432

3.153

0

Intercept

4.193

1.917

4.782

1

0.029

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=1]

0.154

0.507

0.093

1

0.761
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[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=2]

-1.081

0.922

1.375

1

0.241

0.339

0.056

2.066

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=3]

2.032

0.985

4.258

1

0.039

7.629

1.107

52.556

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=4]

0.222

0.649

0.117

1

0.732

1.249

0.350

4.453

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=5]

0.326

0.679

0.230

1

0.631

1.385

0.366

5.246

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=6]

13.170

549.829

0.001

1

0.981

########

0.000

.b

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=7]

-0.108

0.566

0.037

1

0.848

0.897

0.296

2.722

[How often do
tornadoes hit
your county?=8]

0c

0

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=1]

20.170

7358.927

0.000

1

0.998

1.739E-09

0.000

.b

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=2]

-0.383

0.357

1.153

1

0.283

0.682

0.339

1.372

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=3]

0.984

0.877

1.260

1

0.262

2.675

0.480

14.910
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[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=4]

0.781

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious
threat.=5]

0c

1.207

0.419

1

0.518

2.183

0.205

23.230

0

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=1]

0.132

0.808

0.027

1

0.870

1.142

0.234

5.563

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=2]

-1.250

0.438

8.136

1

0.004

0.286

0.121

0.676

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=3]

-0.790

1.106

0.510

1

0.475

0.454

0.052

3.968

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=4]

-1.122

0.407

7.594

1

0.006

0.326

0.147

0.723
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[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is
under my control
when a tornado
threatens.=5]

0c

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=1]

-0.297

0.575

0.267

1

0.605

0.743

0.241

2.292

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=2]

-1.191

0.538

4.891

1

0.027

0.304

0.106

0.873

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=3]

-0.335

1.074

0.097

1

0.755

0.716

0.087

5.877

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=4]

-0.237

0.384

0.382

1

0.537

0.789

0.372

1.674

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=5]

0c

0.418

1.988

0.377

10.482

0.487

1.274

0.644

2.522

[Is your cell
phone a
smartphone?=1]

0.687

[Is your cell
phone a
smartphone?=2]

0c

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=1]

0.242

0

0

0.848

0.657

1

0

0.348

0.484
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1

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=2]

-0.637

1.664

0.147

1

0.702

0.529

0.020

13.788

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=3]

-0.144

0.483

0.088

1

0.766

0.866

0.336

2.231

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=4]

0c

0

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=1]

13.872

418.300

0.001

1

0.974

########

0.000

.b

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=2]

0.172

0.544

0.100

1

0.752

1.188

0.409

3.448

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=3]

-1.162

1.244

0.873

1

0.350

0.313

0.027

3.581

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=4]

0.396

0.509

0.605

1

0.437

1.486

0.548

4.032
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[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=5]

0.766

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=6]

0c

0.656

1.367

1

0.242

2.152

0.595

7.779

0

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =1]

-2.320

1.297

3.198

1

0.074

0.098

0.008

1.249

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =2]

-2.256

1.308

2.975

1

0.085

0.105

0.008

1.360

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =3]

-2.358

1.386

2.893

1

0.089

0.095

0.006

1.432
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[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =4]

-3.384

[To what extent
do you think hills
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all? =5]

0c

1.483

5.208

1

0.022

0.034

0.002

0.620

0

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=1]

-1.192

1.252

0.907

1

0.341

0.304

0.026

3.531

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=2]

-1.163

1.277

0.829

1

0.362

0.313

0.026

3.817
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[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=3]

-1.288

1.280

1.012

1

0.314

0.276

0.022

3.391

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=4]

-1.013

1.403

0.521

1

0.470

0.363

0.023

5.680

[To what extent
do you think
bodies of water,
such as river
and lakes,
protect nearby
places from
tornadoes, if at
all?=5]

0c

0

a. The reference category is: Typical Actor.
b. Floating point overflow occurred while computing this statistic. Its value is therefore set to system missing.
c. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

Multinomial logistic regression model for the Day sample class membership prediction. The
reference actor is the Traditional Actor (aka Typical Actor).
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Table A.2

Multinomial Logistic Regression Night Model Estimates
Parameter Estimates
95% Confidence
Interval for Exp(B)
Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Class_nighta
NonIntercept
Reactor
[How often do
tornadoes hit your
county?=1]

B
-0.606

Std. Error
1.578

Wald
0.148

df
1

Sig.
0.701

0.141

0.688

0.042

1

0.838

1.151

0.299

4.434

[How often do
tornadoes hit your
county?=2]

18.761

7577.607

0.000

1

0.998

########

0.000

.b

[How often do
tornadoes hit your
county?=3]

0.423

0.889

0.227

1

0.634

1.527

0.268

8.711

[How often do
tornadoes hit your
county?=4]

1.348

1.015

1.762

1

0.184

3.849

0.526

28.150

[How often do
tornadoes hit your
county?=5]

1.343

1.009

1.770

1

0.183

3.829

0.530

27.674

[How often do
tornadoes hit your
county?=6]

20.307

1.453

195.309

1

0.000

########

########

########

[How often do
tornadoes hit your
county?=7]

1.023

0.771

1.759

1

0.185

2.780

0.613

12.602
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Exp(B)

[How often do
tornadoes hit your
county?=8]

0c

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious threat.=1]

-0.117

0.000

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious threat.=2]

-0.364

0.461

0.624

1

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious threat.=3]

1.088

1.165

0.872

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious threat.=4]

17.425

7732.091

0.000

[I believe a
tornado is a
serious threat.=5]

0c

0

1

0.890

0.890

0.890

0.430

0.695

0.281

1.715

1

0.350

2.969

0.302

29.145

1

0.998

########

0.000

.b

0

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is under
my control when a
tornado
threatens.=1]

-0.741

1.090

0.461

1

0.497

0.477

0.056

4.041

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is under
my control when a
tornado
threatens.=2]

1.564

0.824

3.605

1

0.058

4.778

0.951

24.011
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[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is under
my control when a
tornado
threatens.=3]

17.885

7434.685

0.000

1

0.998

########

0.000

.b

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is under
my control when a
tornado
threatens.=4]

0.141

0.567

0.062

1

0.804

1.151

0.379

3.499

[Except in
extreme
circumstances,
my safety is under
my control when a
tornado
threatens.=5]

0c

0

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=1]

-0.319

0.846

0.142

1

0.706

0.727

0.139

3.816

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=2]

-1.474

0.853

2.985

1

0.084

0.229

0.043

1.219

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=3]

17.545

6596.931

0.000

1

0.998

########

0.000

.b

[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=4]

-0.954

0.516

3.412

1

0.065

0.385

0.140

1.060
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[Surviving a
tornado is mostly
a matter of
luck.=5]

0c

[Is your cell phone
a smartphone?=1]

0.936

[Is your cell phone
a smartphone?=2]

0c

0

1.129

0.688

1

0.407

2.551

0.279

23.305

0

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=1]

0.443

0.497

0.793

1

0.373

1.557

0.588

4.125

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=2]

18.870

8795.837

0.000

1

0.998

########

0.000

.b

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=3]

0.523

0.706

0.548

1

0.459

1.686

0.423

6.726

[What category
best represents
your education
level?=4]

0c

0.445

0.325

0.018

5.802

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=1]

-1.124

0

1.471

0.584
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1

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=2]

1.087

0.892

1.484

1

0.223

2.966

0.516

17.049

[Would you
describe your
marital status
as...=3]

-0.684

14202.380

0.000

1

1.000

0.505

0.000

.b

[Would you
describe your
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Multinomial logistic regression model for the Night sample class membership prediction. The
reference actor is the Traditional Actor (aka Typical Actor).
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